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BRIAN BROWN COMES TO SYDNEY  

by John Clare 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

[This article appeared in the November, 1974, edition of Jazz Down Under] 

here are all my spent superlatives now that I need them most? In a period 

of remarkable jazz activity, Brian Brown's band from Melbourne had 

probably the most dramatic impact of all. Things began to hum the 

moment they took their positions on the stand at Sydney's Basement.  

 

 

Brian Brown: to his basic tenor tone he has added a universe of expressive 

inflections and distortions… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 

Indian lady Dure stood with one hand on her tinkling tree of percussion, serene and 

alert, waiting for Brian Brown's signal. Brown stood facing her with his tenor, side on 

to the audience. Drummer Ted Vining, bassist Dave Tolley - looking oddly judicial in 

spectacles, poncho and courtly long hair - and electric pianist Bob Sedergreen: all 

poised as though to spring out of deep meditation. Brown dipped his head and a 

chattering rainforest of sound sprang up.  

The coiling intricacy, the bristling energy of this collective outburst, and the 

abruptness with which it reached a compelling intensity had a double shock effect - it 

cauterised conventional doubts. (Where's the beat? What are they doing?). Yet it gave 

the opening the aspect of an arrival from a strange place. And of course there was 

nothing haphazard about it. Brown and Sedergreen were repeating a spiralling 
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phrase in unison, but playing it so fast that it sounded completely free. You became 

most aware of it when it had ceased, and Brown began intoning Eleanor Rigby 

slowly through the atmospheric swarm of sound.  

I am trying to remember whether Brown switched to soprano during this piece, or 

whether I am recalling a similar hollocaustal solo on that instrument later in the 

night. At any rate there was a Brown solo which increased in power, barking and 

roaring against Vining's rising cymbal hiss, until I moved into another mode of 

consciousness - believe me -and then an exchange between Brown and Tolley who 

produced the most extraordinary range of bowed and plucked tones from an acoustic 

bass wired up to a wah wah pedal!  

 

Bassist Dave Tolley with drummer Ted Vining in the background: Tolley produced 

the most extraordinary range of bowed and plucked tones from an acoustic bass 

wired up to a wah wah pedal… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 

Everything the band played - originals or outside compositions, in complex metres, 

free time or in straight eight or four to the bar - had a distinctive quality that 

transcended the virtuosity of all the players. This is more than a band. It is a concept. 

At the same time all members made startling individual contributions. I doubt that 

the most reactionary jazz buff could avoid being swept along by the ecstatic swing of 

pianist Sedergreen. Nor could I imagine the band's repertoire failing to hold said 

reactionary's interest.  

I remember Brian Brown from the old Jazz Centre 44 at St Kilda some 12 or 13 years 

ago. He was a quiet and unusually dedicated young man who had already done his 

share of starving for his music. The broad, coffee coloured tenor sound has changed 

little (it looks a hell of a lot like the same instrument!) but to this basic tone he has 

added a universe of expressive inflections and distortions. He plays flute and soprano  
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An early shot of Brian Brown, taken probably in the late 50s, with drummer Ted 

Vining, and (probably) Barry Buckley on bass… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

now as well - the former in a particularly individualistic way. I understand that he 

has been given an Arts Council grant this year. I can think of no-one who deserves it 

more. After years of non-recognition he is still able to create music which is in my 

opinion even more vital and challenging than any played by the excellent American 

musicians who were here with Brubeck.  
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